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Abstract

Pro-urban bias in policy is a common phenomenon in many developing countries.

Bates (1981) has famously argued the wish to industrialize paired with the political

clout of urban residents results in distinctly anti-rural policies in many developing

countries. At the same time, empirical reality is much more varied than the standard

urban bias argument suggests. Many government have actively supported agricul-

tural producers and rural citizens at early stages of development. Building on Bates’

argument, this paper develops a theory that identifies conditions under which politi-

cians will institute pro urban or pro rural policies, by considering the threat of a

rural insurgency. Specifically, the direction of urban-rural bias is a function of the

asymmetric political threat geographically distinct groups pose to the survival of the

central government.
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1

Introduction

Development Economists recognized early on a distinct urban bias in the core policies

and growth trajectories of many developing countries (Myrdal, 1958; Lipton, 1977).

Across the globe governments extract resources from agricultural producers, interfere

in market organization and distort prices, although such neglect of agricultural de-

velopment is generally seen as one of the main obstacles to sustained development1.

If governments were to enable agricultural markets to function well and supply fi-

nancial and technological support, huge agricultural productivity and growth gains

were to be reaped (World Bank, The, 2007). Given the importance and persistence

of stunted rural development, why do governments engage in these inefficient and

possibly harmful policies?

Bates (1981) has prominently outlined the political incentives for politicians to

favor urban constituents over rural residents. Governments extract revenues from

rural cash crop farmers in order to finance urban industrialization projects and buy

off the support of the urban poor to secure their political survival. Hence, pro-urban

bias will be a persistent feature of many developing economies, as long as political

1 For an overview of the empirical literature see Bezemer and Headey (2008)
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structures make rulers beholden to urban groups. This view of urban bias resonates

well with our general understanding of development policies in Africa and Latin

America, where governments pursued import substitution industrialization strate-

gies that hurt farmers at the expense of manufacturing interests and urban workers.

Recent scholarship on the development of welfare state regimes in the developing

world (Haggard and Kaufman, 2008; Wibbels and Ahlquist, 2008) has similarly ar-

gued that in the case of Latin America the formation of relatively generous but

narrow welfare programs, targeting urban groups, was due to a coalition of capital

and labor against rural interests. While Bates’ urban bias argument rings true for

some cases, empirical reality is far more diverse (Varshney, 1994). The economic

success stories of East and South East Asia prominently feature the importance of

agricultural growth and government support of rural areas, standing in complete

contrast to a simple, unqualified application of urban bias argument to all regions

of the world (Kay, 2002). When looking at existing measures of urban bias, like

real-exchange rate overvaluation or differential public goods provision, for different

time periods and countries, there exists huge variation and it is not at all clear which

factors drive these differences (Bezemer and Headey, 2008). The standard urban bias

account can only partially explain this rich empirical variegation.

This paper will attempt to improve our understanding of urban bias by formulat-

ing a theoretical model of political survival that formalizes and extends core elements

of Bates’ account. In weakly institutionalized or autocratic settings, normal citizens

have little institutional control over the government’s actions and can only hold

leaders accountable through a direct threat to political survival. By conceptualizing

agricultural policy as essentially redistribution between rural and urban areas to en-

sure the continued support of salient groups, we will be able to identify conditions

under which urban bias is expected to be especially strong and which factors will

reduce urban favoritism. Rulers have to balance the dual threat of urban unrest and
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a rural insurgency by selecting an appropriate level of regional redistribution. Cases

that resemble the classical account of urban bias emerge in the model when rural

residents fail to produce a credible threat, while urban residents pose an immediate

danger. On the other hand, if rural groups can mobilize an insurgency and poten-

tially reduce the reach of the central government, less urban bias is to be expected.

While most critics of the urban bias account (Varshney, 1994, e.g.) focus on the

underexplored role of political institutions and democratic elections, we keep with

focusing on non-institutional forms of political influence. In many low and middle

income countries political outcomes are produced by the parallel operation of for-

mal political institutions and strong informal influences. Excluding the institutional

dimension for now also circumvents a debate on the endogeneity of institutional ar-

rangements in the context of fluid power relations (Przeworski, 2007).

This paper adds to existing research in several ways. First, we advance the the-

oretical understanding of the urban bias phenomenon by formalizing and extending

elements of Bates’ argument, providing a formal model that allows urban and rural

bias policy outcomes. Second, our theory situates the urban bias phenomenon as

a particular pattern of resource allocation in the political geography of distributive

conflicts. It stresses the geographic location of population groups with regard to the

center of power as one important factor determining patterns of redistribution in the

context of a general accountability problem. This stands in contrast to existing ar-

guments that emphasize the role of economic class structures (Huber and Stephens,

2001), interpersonal or interregional inequality (Meltzer and Richards, 1981) or other

ascriptive attributes like identity and ethnicity (Alesina et al., 1999; Alesina and

Glaeser, 2005; Stasavage and Scheve, 2006) in shaping patterns of redistribution.

While all these factors certainly matter too for politician’s decision-making calculus,

the geographic clustering of individuals with similar incomes, skills and identity in

particular locations, calls for a better integration of standard theories and aspects of
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political geography.

The next section will outline the specific puzzle of urban bias and the challenges

associated with explaining this phenomenon. Section 3 will present a simple, styl-

ized model of political survival. Section 4 presents the main results of the model

and Section 5 discusses a possible extension to include population mobility. Section

6 concludes and discusses the direction of further research.
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2

The Puzzle of Urban Bias

Improving agricultural productivity and correcting market failures in agriculture is

generally considered an important stepping stone for long-term economic develop-

ment (Bravo-Ortega and Lederman, 2005; Dixit, 1969; Kang and Ramachandran,

1999; Kay, 2002; Diao et al., 2006) and the reduction of poverty (Ravaillon and

Datt, 2002; Ravaillon and Chen, 2004; Lipton, 2005). Government intervention is

needed to overcome market failures and foster investment in agriculture (Binswanger

and Deininger, 1997). Policies that favor urban production and urban residents ex-

acerbate failures of agricultural markets and are a crucial hindrance to generating

sustained growth. In a seminal study Bates (1981) argues that Africa’s failed agri-

cultural policy is in part caused by adverse incentives for national political leaders.

He documents for cases in sub-Sahara Africa that agricultural policy throughout

the post WW II era was heavily biased against rural development. Producers of

exportable cash crops were forced to sell their product at low prices to national mar-

keting boards, which in turn generated substantial profits on international markets.

The generated revenue was then used to provide public goods and control inflation

in urban centers, fuel industrialization projects and finance networks of political pa-
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tronage. Rural areas were disadvantaged in terms of stunted growth and reduced

investment, lower public goods provision and political repression.

The driving force behind such policies was the need for political survival. Govern-

ments had to use some of the revenue to inoculate themselves against the possibility

of urban unrest. Protesting urban workers either posed a direct threat to the regime

or could trigger a coup by the military and hence had to be avoided at all costs.

Rulers tried to defuse the threat of escalating urban protest by controlling the cost

of living (e.g. low prices for food, fuel subsidies) and co-opting labor leaders. In rural

areas, the regime not only engaged in resource extraction but also political repression

and some targeted subsidies to avoid rural mobilization of opposition1.

In most accounts urban bias implies the transfer of economic resources from

the countryside to urban centers, economic regulations that inhibit investment and

growth in the rural sector, price controls and political repression. Lipton (1977) sim-

ilarly defines urban bias as the combination of an inefficient and inequitable transfer

of resources to urban areas, paired with the support of the political elite. If con-

ceptualized this way, measuring urban bias is not straightforward. To determine

the level of urban bias in any given society, one would have to measure the level of

urban-rural redistribution, specific domestic policies and regulations for agricultural

markets, trade policies and the distribution of political rights. In absence of any

holistic measures, researchers have fallen back on using data on differential public

goods provision, household consumption levels, overvaluation of the exchange rate

and producer support estimates. When using these incomplete measures, urban bias

has indeed been found to be a common phenomenon in developing countries, espe-

cially persistent in Africa over time, while advanced industrialized countries heavily

support agriculture and rural citizens (Anderson and Hayami, 1986; Bezemer and

1 A similar logic is put forward in Ades and Glaeser’s (1995) account of urbanization processes in
developing countries: proximity to the center of political power results in rents, which induces the
population to concentrate inefficiently in the capital.
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Headey, 2008; Anderson, 2009). African urban bias is often likened to Latin Amer-

ican experiences with import substitution strategies and welfare state development,

which were often implemented at the expense of the rural poor (Collier and Col-

lier, 1991; Bruton, 1998; Haggard and Kaufman, 2008). A urban rural cleavage can

become especially salient when a backward economy with a low labor-land ratio

experiences declining trade (Rogowski, 1987). At the same time, the empirical

pattern of urban bias is not uniform. Even in Latin America, rulers did not always

align with urban labor without conflict - repression of labor movements and the de-

clining popularity of ISI speak to the fact that there is no iron law of urban bias.

Even more so, contrasting Latin America’s and Africa’s experience with that of East

and South East Asia, often completely reversed patterns emerge. Governments in

Taiwan and South Korea implemented sweeping land reforms, Malaysia, the Philip-

pines and Thailand engaged in decidedly pro rural policies, investing considerable

resources into public health and education projects benefiting rural areas (Danguilan,

1999; Doronila, 1992; McGuire, 2001; Haggard and Kaufman, 2008), while repress-

ing urban labor movements. Indonesia is well known for its generous support of rice

farmers, despite the characteristic difficulty of organizing collective action among

farmers (Simatupang and Timmer, 2008). Not only did conservative rulers in Asia

direct economic resources to the countryside, but also groomed in the long-run ru-

ral residents as a conservative voting base to counterbalance the influence of urban

groups. 19th century Europe’s political conflict over trade tariffs equally reflects

that there is nothing inevitable about supporting industry over agriculture, even at

relatively low levels of development (Tracy, 1989; Webb, 1982).

The question then becomes, why do we see urban bias in some but not all devel-

oping countries? When does the logic outlined by Bates dominate the urban-rural

cleavage and when do politicians favor the countryside? Is urban bias actually a

result of an urban-rural political conflict, or simply epiphenomenal to the spatial
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clustering of ethnic groups, income levels or the result of co-ethnic linkages (Kasara,

2007)?

To make sense out of the variation in urban bias, it is useful to draw on the

divergent experience of developing countries in Latin America, Africa and Asia, take

Bates’ argument and situate it in a more general framework of political survival.

Rulers do fear the power of the urban poor, who can quickly facilitate hard-to-

control protest and directly challenge political survival in the capital. When the

danger of urban unrest is strong, rulers will have to use resources to alleviate these

pressures. Recent research has modeled and empirically evaluated the importance of

population concentration in the capital for regime stability and political survival (Do

and Campante, 2007; Wallace, 2007b,a). At the same time, rural citizens are not

completely powerless. The experience of East and South East Asia suggests that

the threat of a rural insurgency was one of the main reasons for governments to

initiate rural development programs (Kerkvliet, 1977; Haggard and Kaufman, 2008;

Muscat, 1990). The power of rural insurgencies has also been documented in recent

scholarship on civil wars. Civil wars often start in rural areas, far away from the

capital and urban centers (Wickham-Crowley, 1991; Buhaug and Rod, 2006). Even

if peasants do not engage in political violence directly, insurgents depend crucially

on the support of the local population to sustain an insurgency campaign (Kalyvas,

2006). Quantitative work has also shown the importance of rural and difficult terrain

for the outbreak and length of civil wars (Fearon and Laitin, 2003). Taking these

findings into account, rulers face two different threats from urban and rural citizens,

which creates a dual dilemma of political survival. Rulers interested in survival have

to minimize the probability of opposition in both urban and rural areas. On the one

hand, rulers need to fear the power of popular urban protest. In many developing

countries capitals are the biggest urban centers and governments can not control es-

calating popular protest in the capital. Even small numbers of initial protesters can
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quickly generate large masses of people opposing the regime (Kuran, 1991). On the

other hand, continuously extracting resources from the countryside can lead to grow-

ing resentment and eventually armed insurgencies, especially if rural regions produce

valuable (and taxable) products. Both scenarios threaten the political survival of

the rulers and need to be strategically balanced. Both threats differ in the sense

that rural insurgencies pose a less direct threat to survival, because civil conflicts

can stretch over long time periods with varying degrees of intensity. Rural insurgents

often strive for more regional autonomy or independence, rather than capturing the

capital and taking over the traditional center of power. While this does not directly

threaten the physical seat of power, it often reduces available resources of the leader

to buy off the urban population or other members of his ruling coalition. This

logic should help explain different patterns of urban bias. The next section will

present a simple formal model that tries to capture this dual dilemma of survival

and will try to address at least some of the trade-offs rulers in developing countries

face. It will illuminate the conditions under which one would expect urban bias and

when not.
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3

A Simple Model of Urban-Rural Bias

The model builds on and borrows from existing approaches dealing with distribu-

tive conflicts in divided societies (i Miguel, 2007; Acemoglu and Robinson, 2001;

Acemoglu et al., 2004)1. We develop a simple principal-agent extensive game of

complete information2 Assume an economy of size 1 with a continuum of citizens

equally normalized to mass 1. The economy is divided into two regions, the center

(C) and the periphery (P). A share s of the population lives in the capital, while the

rest 1� s resides in the capital. For now, we assume no mobility between regions. In

addition to the citizens, the third actor is the government (G) which resides in the

center. The model makes no explicit assumptions about the political regime type,

but political leadership is, independently of political institutions, subject to severe

principal agent problems, i.e. the population has no political means of controlling

the leader’s actions, except for the direct threat they pose to the leader’s survival.

1 Acemoglu and Robinson (2001) are interested in the inability of ruling elites to make credible
commitments over redistribution in the absence of institutional commitments. The model con-
sidered here brackets this dynamic commitment problem, but adds the provision of public goods
instead of pure resource transfers to a redistributive struggle.

2 The results presented here are qualitatively equivalent to a slightly more general version of the
game with an infinite horizon.
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This might be because the government is a dictatorship or the elected government

can implement policy unchecked by electoral constraints due to informational asym-

metries. This implies that in the absence of threats to the leader’s political survival,

he will choose maximal extraction rates in the economy to increase his private con-

sumption.

Both populations engage in location-specific economic activity. Total production

is divided into a share θ, produced in the periphery, government non-tax revenue

of size γ, which might represent revenue from natural resources or foreign aid, and

production in the center of size 1 � θ � γ. A representative citizen in the periphery

receives θ
1�s

and 1�θ�γ
s

in the center. The decline in economic return with an in-

crease in population in a specific location represents a closed form assumption about

underlying labor markets and the division of constant rents3.

A government is headed by a current leader G who taxes production in the pe-

riphery at rate τ p and production in the center at τ c with τ p, τ c P r0, 1s4. G can

also decide to spend revenues on the provision of public goods in each region. There

are no spill-over effects of regional spending. Aggregate spending in the periphery is

denoted by ηP and spending in the center by ηC . Individuals receive utility gpηP q or

gpηCq from spending in each region, where gp�q is a strictly positive, concave function.

For ease of presentation it is assumed gpηP q � pηP q1{α and gpηCq � pηCq1{α, where

the parameter α ¡ 1 regulates the efficiency of public goods provision.

At the beginning of the game G proposes a policy vector V � pτ c, τ p, ηc, ηpq.

Afterward, the population in the capital can choose to accept (rc � 0) the pro-

posed policy or protest against it and oust the current leader (rc � 1). This reflects

3 If large parts of the rural population migrate to the city, increased labor supply at least in the
short run depresses urban wages.

4 Taxation here is assumed to be efficient. One could easily introduce a typical deadweight-loss
of taxation, but this does not affect the substantive results with regard to the political influence of
geographical groups on policy
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the political power geographical proximity to the center of government conveys to

citizens. Protest in the streets of a densely populated capital can quickly escalate

and overthrow the government (Kuran, 1991; Lohmann, 1994), either through the

protest movement itself or because protest triggers changes in the ruling coalition

which leads to a coup.

If the population in C decides to protest, it has to pay the price of protest

cppsq. The cost are a convex, falling function of the population s in the capital

cppsq � p1 � sqβ, with β ¡ 15. Although, collective action theory suggests overcom-

ing the collective action problem in large groups is more difficult (Olson, 1965), here

a larger population also implies a higher population density, given the capital’s fixed

size. In an environment of high population density, it is easier to organize protest,

because information can flow quickly. Monitoring is easier and potential government

repression can inadvertently affect innocent bystanders, which increases their costs of

non participation (Kalyvas and Kocher, 2007). Protest removes the current leader G

from government and implements the new vector V � p0, 0, 0, 0q, i.e. the government

is unable to function properly and each individual in the center receives loot γ{s,

i.e. the protesters can acquire the non-tax revenue from the government. Protest

removes the current leader who receives payoff zero and the game ends.

While rulers fear the threat of the urban population, it seems unreasonable to

assume the population in the countryside has no impact on the political survival of

rulers. If the urban population decides to accept the proposed policy, the population

in the periphery can decide to accept the policy (rp � 0) or start an insurgency

(rp � 1) at cost crpsq � sβ. If P chooses to accept the policy, the proposal is imple-

mented, payoffs are realized and the game ends with the government still in power.

If P decides to start an insurgency, V is still implemented and the current G stays

5 Making the cost of protest increasing the the population share s has no effect on the qualitative
implications of the model with regard to urban and rural bias, it just weakens the influence of the
center population.
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in power, but G can only apply the tax rate τ p now to a reduced share p1 � µqθ in

the periphery, with µ P r0, 1s. Conversely, citizens in P always consume µθ tax free.

This setup reflects the fact that a rural insurgency can rarely directly challenge the

government, but it can seriously hinder resource extraction in the periphery. The

parameter µ measures the effectiveness of the population in P in sustaining the in-

surgency. This captures military efficiency of the insurgents, the difficulty for the

government to engage the enemy and the ability to shield resources from taxation

(e.g. large distance to the capital, vulnerable military infrastructure, access to smug-

gling routes, etc.)

The game features a fundamental principal-agent problem. Independently of the

make-up of political institutions, no other mechanism of accountability other than a

direct threat to the leader’s survival can induce a change in policy.

Payoffs for all players are defined as

Up � p1 � rpqrp1 � τpq
θ

1 � s
� pηpq1{αs � rpr

µθ

1 � s
� p1 � τpq

p1 � µqθ

1 � s
� pηpq1{αs(3.1)

U c � p1 � rcqrp1 � τ cq
1 � θ � γ

s
� pηcq1{αs � rcr

1 � θ � γ

s
�
γ

s
� p1 � sqβs (3.2)

Ug � p1 � rcqrp1 � rpqrτpθ � ηp � τ cp1 � θ � γq � ηc � γs (3.3)

� rprτpp1 � µqθ � ηp � τ cp1 � θ � γq � ηc � γss � rcr0s (3.4)

The timing of the game is as follows:

1. G proposes V � pτ c, τ p, ηc, ηpq

2. population in C decides to protest (rc � 1) or not (rc � 0)

3. if rc � 1, V � p0, 0, 0, 0q is implemented and the current government is removed

and the game ends
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4. if rc � 0, P picks rp � 1 to start an insurgency or rp � 0 to accept V

5. if rp � 0, V is implemented, payoffs are realized and G stays in power

6. if rp � 1, V is implemented, P starts an insurgency, payoffs are realized and G

stays in power

3.1 Analysis

We can solve this extensive game with complete information by backwards induction.

In the following we we will focus on core results only, complete derivations and proofs

for all propositions can be found in the Appendix.

First, the behavior of the citizens in the periphery at the final decision node is

of interest. P has to compare the payoffs for rp � 1 and rp � 0. Comparing these

payoffs, we can derive the insurgency constraint on τ p:

τ p ¤
sβp1 � sq

µθ
(3.5)

If G can pick a tax rate τ p that satisfies this constraint, P can be dissuaded

from an insurgency. Given the exogenous parameters θ, γ, α, β and s, we can

immediately identify a threshold µ̂ below which P will never revolt, even under

maximally extractive policies τ p � 1 and ηp � 0:

µ̂ �
sβp1 � sq

θ
(3.6)

Now, moving to the decision of the citizens in the center. Again, we compare

the payoffs for protest and accepting the policy proposal to derive a constraint on

government policy that avoids any threat to political survival:
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1 � θ

s
� p1 � sqβ ¤ p1 � τ cq

1 � θ � γ

s
� pηcq1{α (3.7)

pηcq1{α � τ cp
1 � θ � γ

s
q ¥

γ

s
� p1 � sqβ (3.8)

Equation p8q says that the net payoff to the government’s policy proposal has to

outweigh the net benefit of protesting. The government G has to fulfill this constraint

if it wants to stay in power, since the payoffs for being removed from office are zero.

If 1�θ
s

  p1 � sqβ, C will never protest regardless the amount of taxation and G can

ignore the constraint. If 1�θ
s

¡ p1� sqβ, potential benefits from protesting are higher

than the immediate costs and G has to worry about the constraint. Note that there

are conditions under which G can never fulfill this constraint. Specifically, if G com-

mits to a maximum level of redistribution V � pτ c � 0, τ p � 1, ηc � θ � γ, ηp � 0q,

the following inequality

1 � θ � γ

s
� pθ � γq1{α ¥

1 � θ

s
� p1 � sqβ

pθ � γq1{α ¥ �p1 � sqβ

implicitly defines a threshold value γ̄pθ, s, α, βq for γ, above which G can never

avoid protest6. Using the these cutoff points for the behavior of the population in

the periphery and the center, we can determine the first two equilibria of the game.

Proposition 1: Political Instability; If γ ¡ γ̄ and 1�θ
s

¡ p1 � sqβ, G can pick any

V , C will protest no matter what and the current leader is removed. G receives payoff

zero, the population in P keeps its untaxed income share θ{p1 � sq and C receives

6 This threshold is increasing in s, θ and α, but falling in β. Specifically, if s is very low relative
to the potential loot, protest becomes harder and harder to avoid, even with maximum levels of
redistribution.
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p1 � θq{s. Proof in the Appendix.

Proposition 1 describes an equilibrium of political instability in which the high ben-

efits of looting negate the survival chances of any government.

Proposition 2: Leviathan; If 1�θ
s

  p1 � sqβ and µ   µ̂, the population in C will

never protest, P will never start an insurgency and G can implement a policy of

maximum extraction V � pτ c � 1, τ p � 1, ηc � 0, ηp � 0q. Proof in the Appendix.

If the potential payoff of protesting is smaller than the cost of protest and the effec-

tiveness of a rural insurgency in hindering government extraction is too low, G faces

no credible threat of political survival and it can extract at maximum rates7.

On the other hand, if protest is possible (1�θ
s

¡ p1 � sqβ), while P remains

powerless and G is potentially able to dissuade the urban population from protest

(γ   γ̄), the government will have to identify levels of taxation and spending that

maximize its own utility and fulfill the protest and budget constraint. There is a

unique solution to this maximization problem, expressed in the following proposition:

Proposition 3: Classical Urban Bias; If γ   γ̄, 1�θ
s

¡ p1 � sqβ and µ   µ̂, G will

implement a policy vector V � p0   τ̂ c   1, τ̂ p � 1, η̂c ¡ 0, η̂p � 0q and stay in power

with

t̂c �
s

1 � θ � γ
rpα{sq

1
1�α � p1 � sqβ � γ{ss

η̂c � pα{sq
α

1�α

Proof in the Appendix.

7 If one includes a deadweight loss of taxation, maximum extraction would be implemented at a
rate where marginal revenue increases equals marginal costs.
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The government will extract maximum rents from the periphery because they do

not pose a threat to political survival. It uses these revenues for private consumption

and to buy-off the population in the center to make them just indifferent between

protesting and accepting the current government. It is already possible to read off

interesting comparative static effects from these results. The equilibrium level of

government spending in the center is decreasing in the government’s efficiency of

providing public goods (Bη
c

Bα
  0), as is the equilibrium tax rate (Bτ

c

Bα
  0). The

equilibrium tax rate in the center is also falling in the costliness of protest (Bτ
c

Bβ
  0)

and the amount of government non-tax revenue (Bτ
c

Bγ
  0).

Using these results, the model makes predictions about the amount of urban bias

in equilibrium. In both the instability and complete extraction equilibria there is

no differential treatment of the center and the periphery, either because the govern-

ment cannot expropriate any resources or expropriates equally. In the equilibrium of

Proposition 3, there is urban bias, but the degree varies with the exogenous param-

eters of the model. In particular, if we define urban bias as the difference in net per

capita spending in the center and net per capita spending in the periphery, denoted

by ζ, we can derive an explicit expression:

ζ � η̂c � τ̂ c
1 � θ � γ

s
� rηp � τ p

θ

s
s (3.9)

� pα{sq
α

1�α � pα{sq
1

1�α � p1 � sqβ �
γ

s
�
θ

s
(3.10)

Figure 3.1 shows the relationship between population share s the amount of urban

bias and Figure 3.2 as a function of γ.
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Figure 3.1: Urban bias as a function of s
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Figure 3.2: Urban bias as a function of γ

While urban bias is strictly increasing in γ, the population share in the center s

has an negative relationship with urban bias (Bζ
Bs

  0). This result follows directly

from the behavior of the equilibrium tax rate and spending levels in the capital.

If the population share in the capital is very low, some redistribution is needed to

outweigh the high share of the potential loot derived from protesting. As the popu-

lation size in the center increases, it becomes less costly for the citizens to protest -

representing the powder keg characteristics of densely populated capitals - but two

countervailing factors diminish the need spend more resources in the center. First,

the individual payoffs to protest decrease, since the loot has to be shared across a

larger group. Second, it becomes cheaper and cheaper to buy off the center through

public goods that benefit all citizens independently of population counts. In this

equilibrium, highest levels of urban bias are to be expected in societies with smaller

shares of the population in the center.

Proposition 3 captures the key aspects of Bates’ and Lipton’s urban bias argu-

ment that stresses the political influence of urban residents, but extends the logic and

relates the non-tax revenue of the government, share of the population in the capital,

costliness of protest and effectiveness of public goods provision to the realized degree

of urban bias. The model also identifies conditions under which we would expect
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maximum extraction or political instability instead of urban bias.

While rulers fear the threat of the urban population, it seems unreasonable to as-

sume the population in the countryside has no political power whatsoever, i.e. µ   µ̂.

If the population in the countryside is somewhat effective at implementing a rural

insurgency, a new set of equilibria emerges. If µ ¡ µ̂, P will not tolerate maximum

extraction and fight. In this case, the government has to evaluate if it prefers maxi-

mal extraction with an insurgency to redistributing towards the periphery to avoid

rebellion. Insurgency can be avoided, if P prefers a minimally redistributive policy

to maximal extraction with an insurgency, expressed by the following inequality:

p1 � τpq
θ

1 � s
� pηpq1{α ¥ p1 � τpqp1 � µq

θ

1 � s
� pηpq1{α � sβ �

µθ

1 � s
(3.11)

Which can be rearranged to give the following constraint:

τ p ¤
sβp1 � sq

µθ
(3.12)

The threat of the countryside only constrains the tax choice of the government,

not the level of public goods provision. Since the government tries to maximize the

budget residual for its own consumption, even in the presence of a rural threat, it

will set ηp � 0. This result implies that for political reasons, the government tends to

provide fewer public goods in the periphery, relative to the center, much in line with

the reasoning in Ades and Glaeser (1995). Nonetheless, we can derive an equilibrium

with rural bias. Assume while the countryside can issue a credible threat (µ ¡ µ̂),

the citizens in the center will never protest (1�θ
s

  p1 � sqβ). Then, G can fully

expropriate the center (τ c � 1, ηc � 0), but has to weigh the payoff for buying off

the countryside, i.e. reduced extraction, against extracting at maximum levels and

tolerating an insurgency:
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sβp1 � sq

µ
� 1 � θ ¥ p1 � µqθ � 1 � θ (3.13)

The left hand side represents the payoff to the government implementing a tax

rate in the periphery that satisfies the insurgency constraint. The right hand side

shows the payoff for the government if G chooses to violate the constraint and then,

in order to maximize utility, implement τ p � 1. Rearranging and solving for µ, we

can identify a threshold value µ̄, above which the insurgency is so effective, that G

opts for a peaceful resolution.

Proposition 4: Rural Bias; If 1�θ
s

  p1 � sqβ, but µ ¡ µ̂ and µ ¡ µ̄, G will

implement V � pτ c � 1, τ p � τ̂ p, ηc � 0, ηp � 0q, C will not protest, R will not start

an insurgency, with

τ̂ p �
sβp1 � sq

µθ

Proof in the Appendix.

This is actually a rural bias outcome. If the urban population poses no threat to

the government and the insurgency is very capable of seriously stunting the govern-

ment’s extractive capabilities, G has to implement pro-rural policies. The net per

capita difference in spending:

ζ � �
1 � θ � γ

s
�
sβp1 � sq

µs
(3.14)

is always negative, indicating a rural bias. Interestingly, in this equilibrium, bias

is increasing in the center population s, i.e. Bζ
Bs
¡ 0, i.e. the population share reverses

its effect in a scenario with a weak center and strong periphery (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Urban bias ζ as a function of s
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This is the case, because less people in the periphery (higher s) increase the cost

of an insurgency, raising the opportunity cost of violence and allowing marginally

higher taxation. The effects of an increased effectiveness of the insurgency reduces

urban bias, while increased government non-tax revenue increases it.

Increasing the effectiveness of the insurgency reduces urban bias ( Bζ
Bµ

  0), while

the effect of increased government non-tax revenue stays the same as before.

On the other hand, if µ   µ̄, the government rather extracts all resources and

tolerates a minor insurgency.

Proposition 5: Leviathan with Insurgency; If 1�θ
s

  p1 � sqβ, but µ̂   µ   µ̄, G

will implement V � pτ c � 1, τ p � 1, ηc � 0, ηp � 0q, C will not protest, P will start

an insurgency and consume µθ
1�s

.

In contrast to the complete extraction case from in Proposition 2, here G has to

endure an insurgency and lose partial control over its territory.

The last case deals with a dual threat by both the center and the periphery. If

the protest constraint is binding, G has to spend resources in the center to assure

political survival, but still has the choice between tolerating an insurgency or mini-

mal taxation in the periphery.

Proposition 6: Urban bias with Insurgency; If γ   γ̂, 1�θ
s

¡ p1�sqβ and µ̂   µ   µ̄

, G implements a policy vector V � p0   τ̂ c   1, τ̂ p � 1, η̂c ¡ 0, η̂p � 0q and stays in

power, C accepts the proposal and P starts an insurgency, with

t̂c �
s

1 � θ � γ
rpα{sq

1
1�α � p1 � sqβ � γ{ss

η̂c � pα{sq
α

1�α

Proof in the Appendix
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G will buy off the urban population with reduced taxation and some provision of

public goods, while extracting resources from the periphery and tolerating an insur-

gency. Urban bias as a function is the same as in equation p10q from Proposition 3.

On the other hand, if P is very effective at disrupting taxation in the periphery,

G has to minimize taxation of P.

Proposition 7: Dual Threat; If γ   γ̂, 1�θ
s

¡ p1 � sqβ, µ ¡ µ̂ and µ ¡ µ̄ , G

implements a policy vector V � p0   τ̂ c   1, 0   τ̂ p   1, η̂c ¡ 0, η̂p � 0q and stays in

power, C and P accept the proposal, with

t̂c �
s

1 � θ � γ
rpα{sq

1
1�α � p1 � sqβ � γ{ss

η̂c � pα{sq
α

1�α

τ̂ p �
sβp1 � sq

µθ

Proof in the Appendix

Now, contrary to above, the equation describing net urban bias changes slightly:

ζ � pα{sq
α

1�α � pα{sq
1

1�α � p1 � sqβ �
γ

s
�
sβp1 � sq

µs
(3.15)

While the effect of a change in government non-tax revenue or the effectiveness

of the insurgency stay the same (Bζ
Bs

¡ 0, Bζ
Bγ

¡ 0), the effect of s is now nonlinear.

Figure 3.4 displays urban bias as a function of s for the conditions in Proposition 7.
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Figure 3.4: Urban bias as a function of s
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When the majority of the population resides in the periphery, the government

will implement policy that does favor the center, reflecting the threat of protest, but

at the same time has to minimize taxation to avoid an insurgency. As more and

more people move to the center, it becomes increasingly cheap to buy off the center

population, while the threat of an insurgency declines less fast, up to the point where

an insurgency becomes very costly and G starts again to improve conditions in the

center. At very high levels of s, the center again loses relative political power, while

rural residents have much to gain from shielding their high economic rents from tax-

ation.

We constructed a simple game to model the strategic conflict over geographic

redistribution, when actors can issue different kinds of threats. Using intuitively ap-

pealing assumptions we were able to derive equilibria that directly map to observable

outcomes. The game allows for extractive outcomes, political instability, urban and

rural bias, as well as the presence of a rural insurgency. Figure 3.5 illustrates the

equilibrium outcomes as a function of the threshold values on µ, γ and the cost of

protest.
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A Figures and Tables
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Figure 1: Equilibria and parameter space
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Figure 3.5: Urban bias as a function of s
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If both the periphery and the center pose no credible threat to the current gov-

ernment, both areas are expropriated equally. This outcome might or might not be

paired with an inefficient insurgency. This is especially likely if the government has

few non-tax revenues, a potential insurgency does not threaten the government and

a relatively high share of the population resides in the center. If the government has

large amounts of non-tax revenue and the population share in the center is relatively

low, political instability with constantly changing leaders arises, which can not be

ameliorated by redistribution. If the protest threat is binding, but not the insurgency

threat, the outcome will be classical urban bias. If the population in the periphery

can start an insurgency, urban bias can be paired with rural unrest. If the protest

threat is not credible, but a potential insurgency is highly effective, rural bias can

emerge. If both the protest and insurgency threat are credible, the government will

implement policies that extract less resources from both areas. In this equilibrium,

both urban and rural bias are possible. Interestingly, the effectiveness of an insur-

gency µ has indirect and direct effects. It directly reduces the amount of taxable

resources the government can expropriate and it indirectly makes it harder for the

government to buy-off urban groups.

Bracketing for now the extreme cases of instability, complete extraction and pure

rural bias, the equilibrium amount of urban bias, defined as the difference between

net per capita spending in the center and periphery, is defined by equations (10) and

(15). We can derive empirical implications of the model with regard to at least three

observable quantities of interest: µ, γ and s. Across cases, a higher effectiveness of a

rural insurgency should reduce the amount of urban bias. More government non-tax

revenue should increase urban bias, while the effect of the population share in the

center is likely negative or potentially follows a U-shaped curve.
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4

Population Mobility

One obvious limitation of the model is the immobility of the population. While as-

suming a fixed population distribution is sensible in the short run, some governments

have sufficiently large time horizons to contemplate the direct effects of population

mobility and the effect public policies have on mobility itself. Short of a detailed

analysis of an extended model, we will discuss the potential qualitative changes a

mobile population introduces to the model above.

Assume the population in P and C can mechanically switch locations after the

government has announced its policy vector, disregarding the strategic implications

of the resulting change in the cost of protest. In particular, after V has been an-

nounced and before agents in C make the decision to protest or not, citizens migrate

until the expected payoffs, conditional on the policy being implemented, in both re-

gions are equalized. To simplify matters, migration from one region to another comes

at an individual cost of εi, where each εi a draw from a Bernoulli random variable on

t0, ku. If εi � 0 the individual is mobile, if εi � k, the individual is considered to be

immobile. Using the realizations of the εi’s, we can group individuals in each region

according to their ability to move. An individual will only migrate from one place
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to another if the cost εi � 0 and there exists a positive expected income differential.

Adding population mobility to the instability and total extraction equilibria does

not change any of the results. Introducing mobility in the cases of urban or rural

bias though is likely to produce changes.

In the case of no rural threat, but a binding protest constraint in the center, G

initially planned to offer reduced taxation and some public goods in the center and

maximum extraction in the periphery. Given this policy vector, each citizen in P

who is mobile will migrate to the city. Anticipating this migration, G can offer lower

expenditure on public goods and increase taxation in the center, since an increase in

s essentially dilutes the power of C.

In the case of no urban threat, but a credible danger of a rural insurgency, G

initially planned to extract maximally in the center and minimally in the periphery.

Now, all mobile citizens from C will migrate to P. This migration increases the pop-

ulation in P, which magnifies the political power of the countryside (see Figure 3).

Anticipating this movement, G has to adjust its tax rate τ p to avoid an insurgency

downwards.

Population mobility increases the rents for the government in cases of an urban

threat, while it decreases rents when facing a rural threat. In case of a dual threat,

the effect of population mobility will be a combination of both, depending on the

exogenous parameters in the model. Overall, population mobility should not affect

the empirical predictions of the model: we expect to see a negative or positive asso-

ciation between s and urban bias, depending on the presence of a rural threat. This

discussion clearly reveals though that governments have an incentive to influence εi

in order to increase their payoffs. Channeling population flows through policies that

affect mobility can be used by a government with a long time horizon to increase

extraction of the general population. In reality, government foresight probably lies

somewhere between the assumption of total myopia and perfect foresight, but cer-
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tainly affects behavior substantially. Wallace’s (2007a) insightful analysis of China’s

policies on migration across Chinese provinces clearly reflects this rationale - the

Communist party, having a long enough time horizon to treat population flows as a

malleable variable, allows them to steer flows of people to increase survival chances

and rents.

Importantly though, this reasoning only applies if no other inter-temporal con-

cerns for the government are introduced. Governments might favor migration to

urban cities to supply manufacturing industries with cheap labor and break the

power of urban union movements. Then urban bias can also be interpreted as a

implicit subsidy of urban manufacturing interests. It remains to be determined what

the net effects of population in the center is on urban bias under such circumstances,

but integrating such concerns formally is beyond the scope of the current paper.

At a minimum though, the effects of a credible rural threat should work in parallel

to inter-temporal concerns and on average realize irrespective of the endogeneity of

population flows.
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5

Discussion

This paper outlines the existence of an important puzzle in the developing world.

Many governments favor urban interests over rural development. Existing expla-

nations focus on the political incentives of rulers to align themselves with powerful

urban groups at the expense of rural residents. These explanations fail to account

for the rich gradation of urban bias and cases of rural bias. We propose a simple

model of political survival that integrates Bates’ (1981) argument and extends it, by

drawing on the literature on civil wars. Rulers have to balance the threat of urban

and rural residents by choosing a level of urban bias that minimizes the chance of

removal. The degree of bias is then a function of government non-tax revenues, the

share of the population in the capital and the potential effectiveness of a rural insur-

gency. While simple, the model still produces rich observable implications.

The theoretical model makes several simplifying assumptions that bracket im-

portant aspects of urban-rural bias. In particular, the model does not allow for the

government to engage in repression while setting levels of regional redistribution.

Repression is a common strategy to control rural opposition groups but also urban

labor movements. Future modeling efforts should certainly include the possibility
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for governments to selectively repress the population. Several studies also have high-

lighted the possibility to co-opt rural leaders to control the rural population. Leaders

from the center use extensive patronage networks to funnel resources to key players

in urban and rural settings, ensuring their support.

Furthermore, the model assumes the presence of a strong principal-agent prob-

lem, underlying the interaction between citizens and rulers. Agents in the model act

supremely self-interested and ignore any kind of bounds based on identity, culture or

elections. This immediately suggests, as other institutional means of accountability

become available, the importance of geographical threats should diminish or at least

change. Hence, future modeling should consider the role of elections and identity

bounds in conjunction with geographical location.

The origins of urban bias are an important research question that deserves fur-

ther study. Empirically, it remains unclear whether urban bias is a mere side product

of the geographic concentration of specific groups (ethnic or social) or if geographic

features like population density and location also affect policy decisions. The model

presented here took the latter approach and emphasized the importance of the geo-

graphic advantage urban citizens enjoy in challenging the government and the sur-

vival advantage of a rural insurgency. We hope to extend and confirm the usefulness

of this approach for explaining agricultural development, sub-national patterns of

redistribution and political violence, as well as connections to existing theories of

redistribution.
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Appendix A

Appendix

A.1 Proofs of Propositions

Proof of Proposition 1 : The proof follows directly from the threshold values on γ

and the restrictions on the cost of protest. If γ ¡ γ̂ and 1�θ
s

¡ p1� sqβ the dominant

action for C is rc � 1. Since the game ends after rc � 1, P’s strategy is irrelevant.

G can pick any policy vector V and will always receive a payoff of zero. Under the

above conditions a strategy profile consisting of any V , rc � 1, rp � t0, 1u is an

equilibrium.

Proof of Proposition 2 : If 1�θ
s

  p1 � sqβ C’s dominant action is rc � 0. If

µ   µ̂ P’s dominant strategy, even under full extraction, is rp � 0. Given the

actions of C and P, G will maximize it’s payoff by picking the following policy vector

V � pτ c � 1, τ p � 1, ηc � 0, ηp � 0q, establishing the equilibrium in Proposition 2.

Proof of Proposition 3 : If µ   µ̂ P’s dominant action is rp � 0, irrespective of

G’s policies. If γ   γ̂ and 1�θ
s

¡ p1 � sqβ C is able to protest, but can be dissuaded

from doing so by sufficient levels of redistribution. The protest constrain for the

government is binding, since payoffs for violating it are zero. To stay in power G has
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to solve the following maximization problem:

max
τc,τp,ηc,ηp

τ pθ � ηp � τ cp1 � θ � γq � ηc � γ

s.t. τ cp
1 � θ � γ

s
q � pηcq1{α ¤ p1 � sqβ � γ{s

ηp � ηc ¤ τ pθ � τ cp1 � θ � γq � γ

0 ¤ τ p ¤ 1

0 ¤ τ c ¤ 1

0 ¤ ηp

0 ¤ ηc

The solution can be found quickly by writing out the Lagrangian and finding the

F.O.C. of the problem:

L � τpθ � ηp � τ cp1 � θ � γq � ηc � γ � λ1p�τ
pq � λ2pτ

p � 1q

� λ3p�τ
cq � λ4pτ

c � 1q � λ5p�η
pq � λ6p�η

cq

� λ7pτ
cp

1 � θ � γ

s
� pηcq1{α � p1 � sqβ � γ{sq � δV gpN q

� λ8pη
p � ηc � τpθ � τ cp1 � θ � γq � γq
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BL
Bτp

� θ � λ1 � λ2 � λ8θ � 0 (A.1)

BL
Bτ c

� p1 � θ � γq � λ3 � λ4 � λ7p
1 � θ � γ

s
q � λ8p1 � θ � γq � 0 (A.2)

BL
Bηp

� �1 � λ5 � λ8 � 0 (A.3)

BL
Bηc

� �1 � λ6 � λ7
1

α
pηcqp1�αq{α � λ8 � 0 (A.4)

λ1τ
p � 0 (A.5)

λ2pτ
p � 1q � 0 (A.6)

λ3τ
c � 0 (A.7)

λ4pτ
c � 1q � 0 (A.8)

λ5η
p � 0 (A.9)

λ6η
c � 0 (A.10)

λ7pτ
cp

1 � θ � γ

s
� pηcq1{α � p1 � sqβ � γ{sq � 0 (A.11)

λ8pη
p � ηc � τpθ � τ cp1 � θ � γq � γq � 0 (A.12)

This system of equations can now be solved quickly. First, we know G will set

ηp � 0 and τ p � 1 since the countryside poses no threat and G wants to maximize

it’s revenue. This immediately implies from p24q that λ5 ¡ 0, from p20q that λ1 � 0

and from p21q that λ2 ¡ 0. For now, assume G does not spend all the revenue on

public goods provision, but rather retains positive rents, then from p27q λ8 � 0.

Using p16q we can conclude that λ2 � θ and from p18q that λ5 � 1. Next, assume

λ3 � λ4 � 0, which implies by p22q and p23q that 0   τ c   1. Since the protest

constraint is binding, by p26q we know that λ7 ¡ 0. Use p17q to derive λ7 � s.

Assume λ6 � 0, which implies by p25q that ηc ¡ 0. By p19q we can substitute the

quantities we know to derive ηc � pα{sqα{p1�αq. Finally, use the protest constraint to
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derive τ c � s
1�θ�γ

rpα{sq
1

1�α � p1 � sqβ � γ{ss. This proofs that the policy vector in

Proposition 3 is one possible candidate for a solution. We also have to rule out other

possible scenarios to establish uniqueness. If the budget constraint were binding

with equality and G spends all revenues on public goods provision, realized payoffs

are zero, which is worse than the equilibrium outlined above. If we assume λ3 � 1

it follows that τ c � 0 � λ4 and we can derive an alternative λ7 � s � s
1�θ�γ

. Still

assuming λ6 � 0 we derive a new equilibrium provision of public goods in the center

ηc � p α
s� s

1�θ�γ
qα{p1�αq, which together with τ c � 0 violates the protest constraint. If

we alternatively assume λ6 ¡ 0, ηc has to be zero and by p19q λ6 � 1, which still

violates the protest constraint. Lastly, if λ3 � 0, λ4 ¡ 0 and λ6 ¡ 0, τ c � 1 and

ηc � 0, which also violates the protest constraint. Hence, only the policy vector V

proposed in Proposition 3 satisfies the protest constraint and maximizes G’s utility.

Proof of Proposition 4 : If 1�θ
s

  p1 � sqβ C will never protest. If also µ ¡ µ̂

P will start an insurgency if extraction is too high. Starting with equation (13) we

can derive a threshold value for µ above satisfying p12q is preferred to tolerating an

insurgency but extracting maximally the remaining income:

sβp1 � sq

µ
� 1 � θ ¥ p1 � µqθ � 1 � θ (A.13)

0 ¥ µ� µ2 �
sβp1 � sq

µ
(A.14)

We can quickly solve this quadratic equation and rule out the negative solution

to find µ̄ � �1{2 �
p1�4 s

βp1�sq
θ

q1{2

2

If µ ¡ µ̄, G will implement V � pτ c � 1, τ p � τ̂ p, ηc � 0, ηp � 0q. The insurgency

constraint only applies to τ p which will be set as high as possible up to the insurgency

threshold to make P just indifferent between accepting the policy and starting an
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insurgency. G will set ηp � 0 because no positive amount of spending is needed to

buy off P.

Proof of Proposition 5 : If 1�θ
s

  p1 � sqβ C will never protest. If µ̂   µ   µ̄ P is

not efficient enough to make the insurgency constraint binding. To maximize utility,

G will implement V � pτ c � 1, τ p � 1, ηc � 0, ηp � 0q, P will start an insurgency

and consume µθ
1�s

.

Proof of Proposition 6 : If γ   γ̂, 1�θ
s

¡ p1 � sqβ C can protest but is willing

to be bought off, i.e. G has to satisfy the protest constraint. If at the same time

µ̂   µ   µ̄, G implements a policy vector V � p0   τ̂ c   1, τ̂ p � 1, η̂c ¡ 0, η̂p � 0q

and stays in power, C accepts the proposal and P starts an insurgency, with

t̂c �
s

1 � θ � γ
rpα{sq

1
1�α � p1 � sqβ � γ{ss

η̂c � pα{sq
α

1�α

The proof for satisfying the protest constraint is identical to the proof for Proposition

3. Given µ̂   µ   µ̄ is is better for G to tax P at maximum rates and tolerate and

insurgency.

Proof of Proposition 7 : If γ   γ̂, 1�θ
s

¡ p1 � sqβ, C can protest but is willing to

be bought off, i.e. G has to satisfy the protest constraint. If also µ ¡ µ̂ and µ ¡ µ̄ P

poses a credible insurgency threat and G also has to satisfy the insurgency constraint.

Optimal rates for τ c and ηc have been established in the proof of Proposition 3. G

can set ηp � 0 because it does not enter the insurgency constraint and doing so

maximizes residual revenue. G will set τ̂ p � sβp1�sq
µθ

to make P indifferent between

accepting the policy and starting an insurgency. Setting a higher tax rate violates

the insurgency constraint, implementing a low tax reduces residual rents for the

government.
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